
Learning at Home 

Week beginning 03-07-20 

Literacy 

Everyone - Continue to access books through Oxford Owl (https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/welcome-back/for-

home/reading-owl/find-a-book).  Continue to read and spell the tricky words and words containing the phonemes 

we have learnt in school. 

 

Everyone - Revise focus sounds ‘oi’ and ‘ur’ and revise the words ‘and’ and ‘but’. Look at words with the ‘oi’ and ‘ur’ 

sounds in (coin, soil, turn, hurt). Put the words ‘and’ and ‘but’ into sentences (verbally or written) e.g I like 

cheese sandwiches and crisps. A lion is cute but they are scary. 

 

Home-schoolers - This week’s writing focus in school is on factual writing. We have looked at the life cycle of the 

frog **. Can you draw and label the life cycle of the frog and write a sentence for each picture. E.g. The frog 

lays eggs. This is called frogspawn. The frogspawn becomes a tadpole. The tadpole becomes a frog. The 

frog lays eggs. 

Everyone - Read the story of ‘The Frog Prince’ **. Retell the story using the pictures on the writing frame. Write 

a sentence for each picture e.g. The bad fairy turned the prince into a frog. The princess’ ball went into the 

well. The frog got the ball. The princess let the frog sleep in her bed. The frog turned into a prince. The 

prince and the princess got married. THE END. 

**The Powerpoint resources for both writing activities can be found by following the homework link on the 

Greensted Infant school webpage or through Twinkl. https://www.twinkl.co.uk/search** 

Maths 

Everyone - Continue to practise numbers to 20 and the operations within it: adding, subtracting, halving, doubling, 

counting in 2’s and 10’s.  

Everyone - Use the lily pad number line and frogs to work out the answers to the addition and subtraction number 

sentences. E.g. 5 + 3 = __ (put a frog on the starting number ‘5’ and hop ‘3’ lilly pads up the numberline, your 

answer is the number you land on) 9 – 2 = __ (put a frog on the starting number ‘9’ and hop ‘3’ lilly pads down the 

numberline, your answer is the number you land on) reinforce that ‘adding/+’ is moving ‘up’ the number line and 

subtracting/taking away/-‘ is moving ‘down’ the numberline. 

Science 

Everyone - The frog life cycle is just one life cycle of many we could study. Have a look at the life cycle of other 

animals; mammals, insects, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish. How are they different? How are they the same? 

Which animal groups lay eggs and which have live babies? Recap on how the animal groups differ? Which animals 

have fur, feathers, scales? Which have legs (2/4/6/8/more), wings, beaks, fins? Sort the animals into sets using 

the Animal Groups sheet. 

D&T 

Everyone - Colour and cut-out the split pin frog. Use split pins to attach his legs and head and create a moveable 

puppet. 
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